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Studies on the fine structure of scientific exchanges between the metropolises of
modern science and the provinces,within the framework of the centreperiphery thesis,
have committed themselvesto three major themes :
the transmission of scientific knowledgefrom the metropolis to the periphery,
e detailed studies of the growth of the sciences themselves,wherein the periphery
served as a depopulated geographical space for the investigation of nature (I),
e the canonization of an exemplar: nineteenth century shifts in the so called centres
of science:from Britain to France to Germany (2).
The present paper hopes to explore the nature of the centre-peripheryinteraction
through the encounter between leading scientists at the centresof scienceand leading
scientists from the periphery.The aim of this exploration is to assess the place of the
normativevalues of science,if any,and the dynamics of their mediation.To begin with,
w e shall suggest through the examination of concrete exchanges between scientists
at the periphery and the centre - Yesudas Ramchandra and Augustus De Morgan,
P.C.Rayand Marcelin Berthelot,S.Ramanujanand G.H.Hardy,Meghnad Saha and Henry
Norric Russel -thatthe normative values of the scientificcommunity,within the context
of centre-peripheryinteraction,are activated once entry has been granted to the scientists from the periphery into the invisible colleges of the centre.Until that occurs the
centre-peripheryinteraction would have to be explored within the framework of the
politics of knowledge.This is not to suggestthat these distinct dynamics of interaction
in the production of scientific knowledge work within watertight compartments,but
that they work in complementary ways.
Distind Levels of Centre-PeripheryInterfacing.
What is being suggested is not a rejection of the previous frames for the study of
centre-peripheryinteractions,but a modality for extending the studyof centre-periphery
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interactions to the micro-domainof scientific research programs,in an attempt to
elucidatethe nature of replication of these interactionswithin the specificity of a research
program itself.It thus becomes imperativeto recognizelevels of centre-peripheryinteractions:
?eo LEVEL1 : of shifting centres and peripheries w
ithin Europe itself (31,and the subsequent structuring of scientific exchanges,
Q LEVEL2:of the centres w
ithin the Western world vis-a-visthe peripheries of science
in the non-West,
B LEVEL3:the microdynamics of this interaction as manifest in specific research
programs.
The important point to note is that while structurally these levelsappear similar,the
dynamics operating at each level would be different.The theme of the present paper
is the interplay between these levels.
The foregoingargument has been premised on two fundamentalpropositionscurrent
within contemporarypolitical theory as well as within the social history of science.The
first of these propositions is,in fact,a corollaryof the centre-peripherythesis (andhence
runs the risk of being tautological):the centre-peripheryrelationship produces a hierarchy
in the production,distributionand organization of scientificknowledge.W e shallassume
the centreto have the following characteristicsgiven by Gizycki,though not in the form
rendered here:
D work produced at the centre commands more attentionand acknowledgementthan
work produced elsewhere,
CI: the centre is a place from where influence radiates,
%BI centres are not all encompassing but discipline specific (4).
There are other aspects to the centre,but those w e contend have to do with the
dynamics of the evolution of the centre,and the above-mentionedare sufficientforthe
identification of one.There could as well be other definitions of the centre (5).
The second postulate essential to the configuration of these interactions is now
accorded disciplinarystatus under the formationscienceand colonialism.To put it rather
plainly,colonialism itself produces certain social forms and thus co-producesforms of
organization that in turn configures the production of scientific knowledge.Without
getting intothe detailsof thisformation,and acknowledging the hierarchies this produces,
this is an essentially political field:and it is imperative to acquire interpretive latitude
that is sensitive to the normative values of science and does not ignore its cognitive
content (6).
This brings us to the second axis that would further our appreciation of the nature
of the centre-peripheryrelationship.In specifying this axis that runs orthogonal to that
ordained by the previous postulates,it is imperative to elaborate upon the nineteenth
century perceptions of sciencecurrent among the practitioners of science,both at the
centre and the periphery.This axis could be defined in terms of an epistemologicaland
an axiological principle.The epistemological principle would assert that scientific ideas
and theories are contested in a pristine space,where the merit of ideas is judged in
terms of the tenets of reason and evidence.In representational terms the evolution of
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scientific knowledge could be visualized as a "theaterof proof" (7).Secondly,the
axiological principle,stated that the culture of science was an international one,and
thatthis internationalism was an essentialprerequisitefor the developmentof scientific
knowledge.Pasteur is a figure who canonically embodies the interplay between the
national prestige residing in sciencein the nineteenth century,and the internationalism
of science.Pasteurian internationalism of the 19th century could be summed up as
follows:
I the scientist was a citizen of the "world",not of any one nation,
*% the procedures and results of scientific research were valid irrespective of the
nationality of those producing these results,
while scientistswere concerned about the contributionsof their nations to the international stock of knowledge,this ((did not infringe on the solidarity of the scientific
community",
and finally,the central tenet of the internationalism,articulated as normative value:
B that whatever "the deficiencies in the actual conduct of scientists,they should
behave in accordancewith the universally valid,common substantiveand procedural
traditions of science" (8).
Earlier on in this essay w e had specified when the internal norms of science were
activated,but here a qualification is in order.While internationalism provided the backdrop for scientific activity at the centre and periphery alike,the sacred norms of science
regulated the performance of scientific activity,but the entire play was staged in the
theaterof politics.Putting it anotherway,the epistemologicalwas a stable referentfor
the interlocutors,but the rules determining the evolution of scientific research programs
are to be uncovered by the historian of science.
The Microdynamicsof this Interfacing
The frame for interpretation having been defined,a frame that acquires plasticity in
being dialectical,w e shall now look at specific exchanges as instances of our hype
theses concerningthe relationship between centre and periphery.But before doing so,
w e should refer to the typology of scientists at the periphery,in this case India,and
their role in culturally redefining sciencewithin the Indian environment.Between 1840
and 1920,w e witness a gradual metamophorsis of the autodidact into a professional
scientist.A very tentative chronology has been suggested as the phases in this metamorphosis:
the first phase involves the autodidact,and the mathematician and popularizer of
science Ramchandra may be considered its embodiment,
the second phase is commanded by the presence of scientist-Renaissancemen,
cultural analogues of the late nineteenth century German Kulturäger:chemists like
Ray,and Sircar belong to this genre,
the third phase sees the appearanceof the professional scientist,and for the sake
of convenience 1914is a landmark date in this transformation (9).
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Science and Colonialism as a Frame for Cen tre-PeripheryInteraction
This section consistsof a discussion of the exchange between Ramchandra and De
Morgan on the one hand,and Ramanujan and Hardy on the otherwithin the framework

of science and colonialism.This will be followed by a discussion on Ray and Berthelot
within the framework of science and nationalism that may as well be looked upon as
the other side of the debate on science and colonialism,wherein agency is granted to
the colonized at a particular stage of historical consciousness.However,w e shall not
begin here with an overview of the inauguration of the project of modern science in
India,sincethat has been dealt with extensively in the literature (IO).Suffice it to indicate
that Ramchandrawas a man of letters,a leading Urdu journalistand one of the progenitors
of popular science writing in Urdu (11).He spent the decade prior to the 1850s in
attempting to introduce calculus to Indian students,and in the process confronted
serious pedagogic problems,current as much in Europe as in India -a deliberation that
in today's parlance is summed up under the rubric of ethnomathematics,a European
term that could among a diversity of connotations refer to the acculturation of the
modern mathematical project in non-Europeancontexts.
Ramchandra,schooled in the algorithmic tradition of the schoolsof mathematics of
Indiawas equally at home with the mathematics pedanticallyinscribed in British school
curricula.His Treatise on the Problems of Maxima and Minima could in the light of
contemporary mathematical knowledgebe seenas a non-topologicalattemptto introduce
elementary calculus within a civilizationwhere geometty as encountered in the works
of Euclid was not at a premium (12).This pedagogical uneasiness was to find
mathematical expression first in a work in Urdu for school children called the Sari-u/
Fahm (13).The Treatise is written in English,and is in the tradition of the textbooks of
nineteenth century mathematics.However,the Treatise contained a new method and
as Augustus De Morgan,then Professor at University of London,was to note,
Ramchandra could have published a paper or two in a researchjournal,but his purpose
was primarily pedagogic.De Morgan was the firstarrived mathematician to see a copy
of Ramchandra'work-and till he received it, the Treatise was to be a subjectof much
criticism rather than discussion on its novelty.
Here w e already begin to see the pattern of recognition of the scientist at the
periphery:an exile at the periphery,astride two worlds,the butt of ridicule of his
countrymen,an exotic specimen for colonial administrators(forthe colonial subject is
both unlike them and simultaneously a creation of the mission civi/isatrice),can only be
recognized by a practised eye.The comparison in the narrative structureof the legends
of Ramchandra and Ramanujan are surprising,though their mathematics is certainly
not. More importantly,the scientist at the periphery is ignorant of the rules of this
community that is undergoing rapid professionalization at the centre;and with the
passage of time has to be tutored into the rules and etiquette of the science.This is
the rationale for De Morgan's elaborate preface to the English edition of the Treatise.
How does one explain to an audience tutored in a particular manner of addressing
mathematics that mathematics could be done another way? (14)Consequently,the
"quaint"mathematics from the periphety has to be decoded through an arrived inter-
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locutorfrom the centre,in order that it be drawn into the realm of relevance of contemporary scientific practice.But that would be only one side of the story.
De Morgan's own interest in the work of Ramchandra arose from the fact that he
was closely associated with the formulation of curricula for mathematics teaching in
Britain;which involved devising methods for instructing British school students in
elementary notions of complex algebra and the new discipline of calculus.Ramchandra's
teaching could,he felt,prove useful in the latterproject in Britain.The book,De Morgan
felt,could be introduced in British schools,though it was written for very different
purposes,viz.that of instructing studentsin India brought up on the theory of equations
as encountered in the Bija-Ganitaof Bhaskaracharya,into a relatively new branch of
mathematics.
The Ramanujan-Hardyrelationship,on the other hand,investigated from a diversity
of perspectives throws up its own questions.Shils (15)for one raises two issues that
have been conjectured ever since Ramanujan scholarship acquired itsenigmatic station
within both the history and the sociologyof science.The firstasks whether Ramanujan
could have continued to produce the seminal mathematics,if he was not tutored by
Hardy and Littlewood into the idiom of the contemporarymathematicslnumbertheory?
Secondly,had he not gone to Cambridge,would he have founded a school of
mathematics in India? And lastly,why did Ramanujan turn to Cambridge,and not to
France or Germany? Given our contemporaryproble of reconstructingthe dynamics of
centre-peripheryrelations,some of these questionshave an air of premeditation about
them,in that all paths lead to the centre,for the centre lingers around like the invisible
hand,guiding the trajectory of the scientistsat the periphery to the fount of wisdom.
The scientistlmathematiciantrained at the periphery is at a disadvantage as to his
knowledgeof currentconcernsin terms of research problems,the range of theoretical
and empirical possibilities,and the language of consensus seekingthat is being forged.
In any case,by 1910,Cambridge was no longerthe mathematical centre in Europe,the
centre having moved from Britain to Franceto Germany.In any case,within the English
speaking world,the only world Ramanujan had access to,Cambridgewas the centre.
Thus Ramanujan's move to this centre,on the wane,was to provide fresh blood from
the periphery that could decelerate the waning of the centre.As Hardy was to write in
his autobiography:"Thereal crises of my career came ten or twelveyears later,in 191 1,
when I began my long collaborationwith Littlewood,and in 1913,when I discovered
Ramanujan.All my best work sincethen has been bound up with theirs,and it is obvious
that my association with them was the decisive event of my life" (16).In more specific
terms it was to give new impetus to,to align with and fortify,Hardy's mathematical
research programme on the formalization of number theory.The centre-periphery
relationshipthus becomes a symbioticone,from the point of view of the centre,parasitic
from the point of view of the periphery.But more importantly,the wild untutored mind
at no point posed a challengeto the authority of his peers,no matter how enlightened
his peers may have been. In fact,the relationship between Ramanujan,Hardy,and
Littlewood,in the high tide of colonialism stands out as an exemplarfor those swearing
by the axiologicalautonomy of science,that at the cognitive and epistemological level,
as well as in terms of the values of science,sciencefunctioned independentlyof colonial
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prejudice. In terms of the institutions of science,the normative values of science
sustained the existence of the centre.
And finally,if there is one lesson to be drawn from the enigma of Ramanujan‘s
mathematics itself,a lesson that Shils recognizes,but interprets differently,for he
wishes to save science as a privileged way of knowing,is how does a mathematician
at the periphery invent a mathematics that surpasses the insightsof the mathematics
at the centre.While w e do not intend to venture a hypothesis concerning this,what
must be recognized is,while the centre is a source from which influence radiates,a
dynamic centre is one that picks up the voices that “surpass it”. Which possibly also
means that it is absolutely essentialto deconstruct one of the premises of the definition
of the centre,viz.the one that imputesto the centrethe privilege of generating influence;
but the pattern of emulation set up by the centre could,nevertheless,trigger off efforts
at the periphery that surpass some of the efforts at the centre.
The centre’sconstructionof the periphery is such that it sees the latter as a source
merely of data gathering and survey related research and not charged with the task of
theoretical synthesis,of proposing new theoretical configurations or even epistemic
departures.This definition of the centre makes it difficultto explain the contribution of
an S.N.Bose(later1920s)at Calcutta to the emergenceof quantum statistics,M.N.Saha’s
ionization formula that setthe foundationsof theoreticalastro-physics(17);of a C.V.Raman
(early1930s)to the study of the phenomenon of scattering;of Hiedekei Yukawa (early
1930s)to the meson theory or a Tommonaga to quantum electrodynamics(late1940s).
Science and Nationalism
With this w e come to the third exchange,that between the founder of the school
of synthetic organic chemistry in modern India,P.C.Ray,and the pope of synthetic
organic chemistry in nineteenth century Europe,Marcelin Berthelot. There is neverthelessa major difference between Ramchandra,Ramanujanand Ray.The formertwo
were mathematicians,a discipline that functionsvery differentlyfrom the experimental
sciences.Secondly,Ray was himself tutored at one of the centres;and having obtained
his doctoral degree at Edinburgh,under the supervision of Crum Brown,and familiar
with the joint work of Crum Brown and Thomas Fraser at the conjunction of synthetic
organic chemistry and pharmacology,returned to India to set up a research laboratory
and a pharmaceutical industry.Ray basically set out to establish a centre at the periphery,
but his exemplar was not the institute of his graduation,but the virtual centreof synthetic
organic chemistry,Germany.In fact,Ray’steachers and peers in England had studied
in Germany,for Germany (Göttingenin particular:Roscoe was a student of Bunsen at
Heidelberg)(18)was the centre for England as well.As opposed to Ray’snetworking
into the community of leading chemistsof the time,both Ramchandra and Ramanujan
were in the mode of the autodidacts.This impliesthatwhile the former two felloutside
the space of competition,though their work could be reviewed/assessed in terms of
the professed methodological tenets,and on those alone,Ray was functioning within
the same space as his peers,and therefore vulnerable to the strain of contesting the
claims of the science of the centrefrom the periphery.The point w e wish to drive home
is that there is in the centre-peripheryexchangea sphere of patronage and a sphere of
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contestation/competition.The two cases w e have discussed above,refract through
two different angles the nature of patronage and the benefits accruing from patronage
within a particular frameworkof exchange.W e now addressthe questionof contestation.
In discussing contest,w e will still abide by the hypothesis that the rules the interlocutors must appeal to in the contest are those of reason and evidence on the one
hand,and the benefit to science and humanity that is actualized from the professed
internationalism of ideas.However,Ray's exchange with Berthelot is of an essentially
different nature,for the field of interaction is not so much science,but of the history
of science,which in turn implicated notions of development and progress that were
then used as a measure of the advancement of nations.
In 1888,while Ray,on his returnto India,was looking around fora research problem,
he began examining Indian materia medica,and in addition chanced across histories of
alchemy,in particular Berthelot's History of Greek Alchemy.The work of Berthelot
inspired him into a study of the history of Hindu alchemy;and this was to become the
sourceof a deep seated debate and correspondence between both of them.Ray refused
to accept the Greek origins of Indian alchemy,though he would not preclude Chinese
influences.But Berthelotwas an iconicfigure in the world of chemistry and was possibly
also one of Ray's role models,particularly for a Ray bent on establishing a system of
industrial chemistry in India,that in turn required an industrial research system.
Nevertheless,Ray's scholarship on the matter of the origins of Hindu Chemistry was
to run into Berthelot's authoritative figure (19).
The important featureto note is the tropology of argumentation characterizing the
exchange.Berthelot urges Ray to work on the history of alchemy in India.Ray's
researches indicatethatthe use of mercury compounds and the preparation of caustic
compoundsin Indian medical practice,predatesArab influence.Berthelot'swork proceeds
along the linesthatthe transmission of this knowledgefrom Greece to Egypt,and then
via the Syrian Nestorians ends up in India and China.In reviewsof Ray's book,Berthelot
accuses his understudy of nationalistprejudice,whereas all other reviewersat the time,
theworld over commend the book for its lackof nationalist prejudice.Whatthe encounter
itself reveals is that within the transnational community of scientistsat the time,the
term nationalist was deployed as a pejorative, while contributions to science also
pandered to the sense of nationalist pride.But then Ray was placing his work before
the courtof appeal.And Berthelot had thereforeto concede to the former's argument
without surrendering his authority.The point of contention is elbowed into the background:the point being of the origins of Indian alchemy,and Berthelot concludes his
second review of Ray'sbook in 1903,in the Journaldes Savantswith the lines,of which
w e shall offer a rather bald translation: ((animportant chapter had been added to the
history of sciences and the human spirit,a chapter that was particularly useful in its
understanding of reciprocal intellectual relations that existed between the Oriental and
Occidental civilizations" (20).The norms of internationalism,and the regulative
epistemologicalstandardsprovided structureto the nature of interaction once Ray was
already networked into the community of practitioners at the centre.
Here is also seen the effoitto perpetuate the existence of the centre as the centre.
From the perspective of the advancement of knowledge,the completenessof Berthelot's
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project required the incorporation of as many histories within his history of alchemy;a
work thatwas particularly committed,in the lightof Berthelot'sown scientisticproject,
to illuminating the origins of chemistry,through its emancipation from the clutches of
a discipline like alchemy.W e shall not go into the historiographic divergence between
their two approaches,but for Ray, Berthelot continued to be a role model;as at the
periphery the exemplar is drawn from the centre.
Can the Pditics of Knowledge be integrated into an Epistemological Framework?

To overcome the limitationsof the centre-peripherymodel,that to a limited extent
presupposes Basalla's colonial model,it would be necessaryto speak in terms of scientists functioning within «a shared epistemological universe" (211,but where political
contest is the subcutaneous norm of the unfolding of scientific knowledge and the
social perspectives of science.This brings us to a central methodological problem of
the field w e are investigating.In conceding the "relative epistemological» autonomy
within the microcommunitiesof science,w e reckon with the fact,howeverproblematic,
of the relationship between power and knowledge.An unsettled issue,thatthe present
essay poses but does not resolve,is the linkage between what Elzinga refers to as
micro-level analysis with the macro- and institutional levels (221,for finallythe practice
of science (evenatthe micro-level)isto be situated within historical and political contexts.
As has been pointed out earlier,within either the framework of centre-periphery
interaction,or the metropolis-provinceexchange,there is an emergent structure that
needs to be reckoned with,a structurethat certainly contains prefigurations of novelty.
But doesstructuredetermineall? If it does then w e return to the Orientalistconstruction
of the "compliant native)); or the passive recipient medium.To overemphasize the
actors creating structures not only rules out the historical contingency of the actors
themselves but the place of institutions.A reasonable position (Cozzensand Gieryn
refer to it as "the rational seat in the middle of the board")would be where actors are
not the "dopes of structure nor the potentates of action" (23).In the current language
of shaping,structure is both the medium and outcome of interaction.
What then were the terms on which scientists on the periphery were networked
into the practice of modern science?While colonialism provided the framewithin which
the exchangeof this knowledgeoccurred,the colonizerswere themselves committed
to a different order of scientific practice,through imperial institutions that brooked no
place for the colonized.To find their place in the sunthe scientistsfrom the periphery
needed to have their scientific claims forwarded through authorityfigures in the world
of science,who at timesaccorded credenceto their sometimesquaint research programs
- programs that appeared quaint, at least during the early phases. But once "entry"
was allowed into the network the politics of knowledge acquired a different flavour,
and "consensus"was officially obtained through epistemic negotiation (24).
In this essay w e have discussed the case of two scientists who trained at the
periphery and were later drawn to the centre under the patronage of scientists at the
centre;and the case of the scientistat the periphery,who trained at the centre but did
most of his science atthe periphery,but was audaciousenough to contestthe authority
of the claims of an important authority figure at the centre:in this case only scientific
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controversies can be resolved,non-epistemicclosure cannot be the case,since the
scientist at the periphery sees the rules loaded against him,in which case he would
force the debate on to the epistemic ground.
The latter is the case,when w e take up the rather tragic biography of M.N.Saha.
This would be a separatepaper altogether,where the primary question would be what
would happen if the scientist at the periphery competed for a position of authority in
the metropolis of science? A little elaboration would be in line here,before w e close.
DeVorkin and Kenat in their remarkable study of the contributions of the astronomer
Henry Norris Russel point out that two phases have been identified in the history of
astronomical spectroscopy:the phase of qualitative chemical analysis and radial velocities;and the second phase dealing with quantitative chemical analysis and the structure
of the solar atmosphere.The principal problems of concern in this transition from the
qualitative to the quantitative era in the history of astronomical spectroscopy were:
detection of series in line spectra and analyzing the atomic structure of elements,
determination of chemical abundancesin the solar and stellar atmosphere,
analyzing the role of temperature and pressure in the stellaratmosphere in producing
the differencesobserved in the spectra of stars(25).
The Hertzsprung-Russeldiagram and the technique of "spectroscopicparallaxes"
were to aid in interpreting stellarspectra in order to decipher the relationshipbetween
the stellartemperatures and luminosities.Saha himself came to the problem through
the courses on thermodynamicsand spectroscopy he taught at Calcutta University,
while he "devouredall available issuesof European and British scientificjournals"(26).
The principal scientific influenceson his work were those of Bohr,Nernst,Sommerfeld
and Eddington.His ionization formula revealed for the firsttime the interrelationship of
the totalpressure of a gas,the degree of ionization of an elementin the gas,the ionization
energy of the gas,and the temperature of the gas.His ionization theory was worked
out through a series of papers written in the early 1920% and was to provide a rational
theory of spectra that was to reorient the efforts of two schools of astronomical
spectroscopy,one at Cambridge,and the otherof Russel at Harvard in the United States.
Russel anticipatedthe applicationsof Saha's theory and as "a resultof ionization theory,
he altered significantlyhis own research agenda to exploit it" (27).Saha's"relativefreedom in isolation" enabled him to explore various applicationsof "modern physics and
chemistry",but "prevented him from fully exploiting his own discovery".So while the
scientist at the periphery is not drawn into the circle of fashionable problems current
at the centre,this very condition disables the stabilizationof the possible network (s)he
could establish at the periphery for the subsequent replication of her/his research
program.The program was to be developed through the incomparablespectralresources
available at Harvard,as well as through the industry of Russel,Milne,Fowler,Menzel
and Payne.This inability to stabilizethe network at the periphery throws up an interesting
problem for investigation,for even though the scientistat the periphery is unrestrained
by peers to explore a different epistemological regime,(s)heis at a disadvantage in
capitalizingthe range of possibilities that are nevertheless outcomes of this epistemological or programmaticdeparture.
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While it may be argued that the freedom available at the periphery renders the
possibility of idea-hybridisationgreater,since the pressure to conform to exisiting intitutions and disciplines is lower (28)it is attractive when discussing the centre-periphery
relationshipat level I. But the subjectof discussion here is level 2,where the marginality
of scientitific infrastructurein the early decades of the twentieth century restrictsthe
possibility of fashioning a new communityat the periphery.Thusthe possibilitiesopened
up by the distances achieved from the pressures of conformity are compensated by
severe limitations in scientific infrasructure,institutions,and the absence of normative
legitimacy.Programs germinating at level 2 acquire their "scientific" potential at the
centre itself.
Further,an underlying assumptionof the study isthat it makes inferencesaboutthe
dynamics of scientificexchangesbased on case studiesof four leading Indian scientists.
The point to be reckoned with nevertheless is that the concrete exchanges of these
fourscientists is being situated against the backdrop of the emerging scientific community at the turn of the nineteenth century on the one hand,and the location of these
scientistsas colonialsubjectson the other.This setsthe framewithin which the scientist
from pre-independentIndia was drawn into the global community of scientists.The
advantage gained in examining the interplay between the political frame and the
normative frame is that it becomes possible to overcome the overdeterminationof
scientific practice by politics on the one hand,and to avoid the broadbrushing of the
characterof scientific exchanges by overlooking the relationship between knowledge
and power.
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